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The latest advances in the field of genome sequencing technologies have tremendously increase the
number of known proteins. The challenge is now how to characterize those proteins and elucidate their
function within the different biological processes. One recent approach to assign a function to one protein
is by means of the network of its interactions with other proteins [Sharan07]. Novel high-throughput
techniques for protein-protein interaction measurements have let to obtain those networks of protein
interaction from different organisms [Aebersold03, Field05]. Using this network representation, proteins
as nodes and detected physical interactions among them as links, it is possible to apply the tools from
complex networks theory to predict and annotate a function to a given protein.
While most of the works on functional annotation of proteins via their network of interactions are
exclusively based in topological measurements from the properties of the PIN, we propose the application
of an algorithm based on the synchronization behavior emerging from a modular network organization.
The method relies on how phase oscillators organize in a network structure of dynamical interactions,
and on a recently proposed technique for the identification of synchronization interfaces and overlapping
communities [Li08] in ensembles of networking dynamical systems. The combination of the synchronization behavior of the PIN structure and an initial modular classification of proteins drawn from a manual
assignment available from a ten years old database from the Munich information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS) allows for protein function predictions that is in genuine agreement with more recent
and better refined manual assignments obtained from Gene Ontology database.
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